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© A milking plant

© A milking plant for cows is provided with a

milking machine comprising teat cups (2), which can

be connected separately to the teats of an animal

The milk obtained from each udder quarter is con-

veyed through a separate line (3) to a milk measur-

ing device (4). The milk measuring device (4) in-

cludes four milk meters (7), whose separate dis-

charge lines (8) are coupled to a common discharge

3 line (9) terminating in a milk cooling tank (6). The

milking plant further comprises a rinse line system

(56, 57, 58, 59, 2, 3. 7, 8. 9, 60, 61) and a circular

(Jjline (5), to which the discharge lines (9) of the milk

U) measuring devices (4) are connected and which cir-

.^cular line (5) comprises the cooling tank (6).
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A MILKING PLANT
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:

.The present invention relates to a milking plant

" |<milking cows, which plant comprises teat cups

tf^tvare connectable to the respective teats of a

fcofw's udder, while the milk obtained from each

judder quarter with the aid of the said teat cups can 5

;
;
bg jconveyed through a separate line to a milk

^easoring device.

y^^n 1 prior art milking plants of the above-defined

{t;f#g«'
;the teat cups are combined in one single

* ;^^ng claw, while the buffer room in the milking

• fpifiy/;i?to which room the teat cups are connected

|ii?efct!y, comprises four separate chambers. Via

four separate milk hoses the milking claw is con*

iftetaod to a milk meter, from which the milk can be

separated or be supplied to a milk cooling tank,

jfle four-quarter milking claw has for its object to

iter*

provide a better means to establish the health of

i jffik; udder; the milk originating from an inflamed
!

;|j|jaker has a higher conductivity than that from a

vh|3ithy one. The electric conductivity of the milk

:Hji^-'be measured for each quarter, whereafter it

;;j^;b$ determined whether the milk must be sepa-

r£ted or not

fcf^Siich a structure of the milking plant is not

suitable when no use is made of one single milking

;:|kaw, but of a milking system wherein the teat cups

are connected individually and independently of

each other, e.g. by a milking robot to the teats of

judder..

| p!^ Therefore, the invention has for its object to

provide a milking plant which is not only suitable

;!foHuse when one single milking claw is used, but

also in those cases wherein the teat cups are

"connected individually and independently of each

;!pthbr.

According to the invention, the milking plant of

'the above-defined type is characterized in that the

milk measuring device includes four milk meters,

whose separate discharge lines are coupled to a

common discharge line terminating in a milk cool-

ing tank. Due to the largely parallel structure of the

milking system, there is effected an improved

check on the milk production. The milk production

can be effected from each udder quarter individ-

ually, while the teat cups can be removed indepen-

dently of each other; consequently, the teats will

not be burdened unnecessarily.

In addition, according to the invention, a milk

meter includ s a milk receptacle and a measuring

chamber, in which connection the milk flows under

a vacuum from the milk receptacle into the m a-

suring chamber and is pumped in defined quan-

tities by means of compressed air from the mea-
suring chamber into the r levant, separate dis-

charge line. In particular, according to the inven-
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ton, the air sucked along by the vacuum together

with the milk from the r levant teat cup is sepa-

rated therefrom in the milk meter. Consequently,

milk containing air is passed from the teat cup into

the milk meter, whereas it is only the milk that is

discharged therefrom to the milk cooling tank; in

this respect it should be noted that so far it usually

has been the custom to effect the milk-air separa-

tion not earlier than in the milk cooling tank. In a

specific embodiment in accordance with the inven-

tion, the milk meter is provided with a valve rod

which, in a first position under a vacuum, leaves

the aperture between the milk receptacle and the

measuring chamber open, and, in a second posi-

tion by means of compressed airr closes same.

More specifically, in accordance with the invention,

there is provided a switching element, with the aid

of which, in a first switching position thereof, the

vacuum is applied to cause the valve rod to be

brought to its first position, and, in a second

switching position thereof, compressed air is ad-

mitted to cause the valve rod to be brought to its

second position. Furthermore, according to the in-

vention, the measuring chamber is provided with a

milk level sensor, by means of which it is estab-

lished when a defined quantity of milk is contained

therein, after which it produces a control signal to

cause the switching element to be adjusted from its

first position to its second position. Also, in accor-

dance with the invention, the switching element

may be adjusted from its second position to its first

position after a fixed period of time. However, this

might also be effected by means of a sensor which

senses that all the milk has been pumped from the

measuring chamber , or by means of a flow sensor

provided in the line beyond a teat cup. Further-

more, according to the invention, each time when a

defined quantity of milk has been established in the

measuring chamber, the milk level sensor may
produce a control signal intended for a computer,

in which the quantity of milk obtained from each

udder quarter is recorded for each individual cow.

In particular, the recording of this quantity and

hence also that of the total quantity of milk ob-

tained from each cow per unit of time, e.g. per-day,

may be kept on the basis of a progressive average

calculated over a defined number of days.

According to the invention, the measuring

chamber, wh n empty, is closed by a spherical

body. Preferably, this spherical body is of such a
design that when the milk flows from the milk

receptacle into the measuring chamber, it floats on

the milk contained therein. Hereby it is achieved

that each time a predetermined quantity of milk

contained in the measuring chamber is pumped off
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by means of the compressed air admitted thereinto

for the purpose. Furth rmore, according to the in-

vention, a non-return valve is included in the sepa-

rate discharge pipe beyond the aperture in the

measuring chamber, which aperture can be closed

by the spherical body. Via this non-return valve the

milk is passed from the measuring chamber, but

only under the influence of compressed air. In the

opposite direction, the non-return valve blocks any

milk flow, which might be possible In case the

pressure in the relevant discharge pipes would

exceed that prevailing in the measuring chamber in

front of the non-return valve. This situation might

be conceivable, since the milk is discharged from

four milk meters to the milk cooling tank through

the same common discharge line. Jhe presence of

the non-return valve beyond the measuring cham-

ber aperture that is closable by the spherical body

implies that, during the milking operation, the first

obtained milk fills the separate discharge pipe be-

tween the said aperture and the non-return valve,

as a result of which, according to the invention,

each time a cow is milked, the quantity of milk

recorded in a computer is increased only once by

the quantity of milk corresponding to the volume of

the separate discharge pipe between the measur-

ing chamber aperture that is closable by the

spherical body and the non-return valve.

In order to ensure the admission of com-

pressed air via the measuring chamber into the

discharge lines, in particular when these lines must

be cleared of milk thereby e.g. in connection with a

subsequent rinsing procedure, in accordance with

the invention, the milk meter is provided with a

lifting magnet which, by moving the spherical body,

has for its object to establish a connection between

the closed measuring chamber and the discharge

lines.

According to the invention, each milk meter of

the milk measuring device is provided with a milk

conductivity sensor. More in particular, the milk

conductivity sensor is arranged in the measuring

chamber of a milk meter. The conductivity of the

milk is a measure of the health of the udder. The

milk originating from an inflamed quarter has a

higher conductivity than that from a healthy one.

The milk originating from an inflamed quarter must

be separated from the rest of the milk. According

to the invention* a separate discharge line is pro-

vided with a three-way valve, through which the

milk pumped from a relevant milk meter is either

discharged into the common discharge line or, after

it has been found that the milk originates from an

inflamed quarter, into a receptacle specially pro-

vided for the purpose. This three-way valve may be

operated automatically as soon as a relevant milk

conductivity sensor has measured a conductivity

which exceeds a preset fixed valu . In a preferred

385 539 A2 4 *
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embodiment in accordance with the :iny4njion 4 how^
ev r, the milk conductivity sensor applies a control

signal to a computer, in which/jt is determined

whether or not the relevant milk originates from an

s inflamed quarter, after which, whbn the former ap-

pears to be the case, the computer supplies a

control signal to the three-way valve in the relevant

separate discharge line In order that the milk in

question is discharged to the receptacle. The con-

ro ductivity of the milk from the individual quarters

can be compared with each other in the computer,

whereby it is possible to establish from the spread

in the conductivity values a potential inflammation

of one of the quarters. Since older cows and cows

is in late lactation inherently have a higher milk con-

ductivity than younger and freshly calyed ones, it, ;

will be better not to compare deviations jneon-i'

ductivity to a preset fixed value, but to porhpariB the-

deviations to the cow's own standard, Lei to com-,

20 pare the conductivity in the computer with a pro-;

gressive average determined over a :
;riumber ot'

days for the relevant cow. The calculation of; the;

progressive average may, of course, .b$ combined,

with the afore-mentioned calculation pithe spr ad.

;

25 According to the invention, a

;

;

rtiik:i"trt€tteiai J*"
;

provided with a tube stop valve, with iithet^d of

which the vacuum connection of the milk meter can

be closed after milking. The end of ;the milking; ,

procedure can be detected by means of seinisbrs,.)

30 e.g. with the aid of a milk flow sensor^which] may

be incorporated in the line between the
;
teat cup

and the milk meter or in the milk met^ itselfr or

;

with the aid of the afore-mentioned milk level, serh

sor. In accordance with the invention,; ii is iik^isS

;

35 possible to activate the tube stoplyalye ifter^ar

milking period of a duration laid dpyynijfn^ $&QtT\?

puter, e.g. on the basis of the numberi&flmeis the

measuring chamber has been emptied.^as, ended;,

i.e. by applying thereto a control signal Supplied by

.

40 the computer. In a specific embodiment; the tube

stop valve includes a lifting mechanism; to allow a(r^

to flow into the milk meter simultaneously y.yvith; or

immediately after closure of the vacuum, connect

tion of the measuring chamber. This can
;

bejeffec|

45 ted with a certain amount of overpressure; a simi

pier method is to have the lifting
t
mj(^hanisrn ;bf

.

operated, in accordance with the
;

invention^ ;by a;

valve in the outer wall of the milk meter. The-tube

stop valve in accordance with the invention renders

so it possible, in a simple manner,; to^remove the

vacuum in a teat cup before the teat cup is re-*

moved from the teat or drops down therefrorn. <

;

The milking plant is provided in ^customary

manner with a vacuum pump having a vacuurtj

ss balance tank to increase the vacuum stability. For;

larger plants in particular, preferably, the ^mp and,

the balance tank are arranged remote fro.nr), ^ch t

other and the balance tank is posjtibrje^ close to
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Che mfiking parlour. The balance tank has a plural-

§yfof .vacuum connections: for each milk measuring

device four connections for the vacuum connection

f^tbe; individual milk meters, four connections for

:fcf jvalve rod control in each milk meter and a

connection for an electronic pulsator system for the

fotn teat cups. A separate pulsator may be pro-

ded sfor each teat cup. The suction-rest ratio in

me pulsator system may be adjustable* i.e. that for

th§ rear quarters may be adjusted independently of

that; for the front quarters. According to the inven-

tidn; the suction-rest ratio can be set by a com-

;

|fit$rjln dependence on the milk flow. When the

milk flow decreases, it will be possible to adjust a

comparatively longer rest. This contributes to a

/r^ubtion in the burdening of the teats, which is of

th^ utmost importance when the animal is milked

several times a day. According to the invention, a

ttfbttie ring is included in the vacuum connection

fTdrrt the balance tank to a milk meter. This ring

prevents, should one of the teat cups fall from a

teat; fluctuations from occurring in the prevailing

v&fctfum and more particularly in the vacuum in the

other teat cups. So as to ascertain whether a

tefcuum is present in a milk meter, in accordance

;
With: the invention, there is provided an air flow

Misor in the vacuum connection between the

Jtibttle ring and the milk meter.

In the situation wherein the four teat cups are

incorporated in one single milking claw, the claw

housing, whether or not divided into four compart-

ments
1

, constitutes a buffer room for the milk trans*

pcAt and for counteracting fluctuations in the vacu-

um 'Under the teats to which the teat cups are

connected. In order to obtain the same result in the

situation wherein the teat cups are not incorporated

in one single milking claw, but are connected to an

associated milk meter which is in a relatively more

remote position, in accordance with the invention, a

teat cup is provided with such a buffer room at its

lower end. In particular, this buffer room for the

milk transport is in connection with the outer air via

an air suction aperture. In connecting the teat cups,

it is optionally possible, in order to facilitate this

connection, to employ an increased vacuum, al-

though in that case more air is sucked in.

It must be possible for the milk line system to

be rinsed after milking. In accordance with the

invention, for this purpose there is included in the

common discharge line a three-way valve, through

which in a first position thereof the milk is passed

via the common discharge line to the milk cooling

tank, whilst in its second position the three-way

valve establishes a rinse line system. In particular,

the rinse line system includes a rinse jetter which,

with the obj ct of flushing the lines, is connected to

a teat cup, while a rinsing fluid is passed by the

vacuum in a milk meter from a rinsing fluid con-

tainer through a first rinsing line to the rinse letter

and from there, via a teat cup, into the relevant

milk m ter, whereafter the rinsirig fluid is returned

through the relevant separate discharge line, the

5 common discharge line, the three-way valve incor-

. porated therein, and a second rinsing line to the

rinsing fluid container. Prior to rinsing, all the milk

must first have been forced from the lines to be

rinsed, in particular all the milk present in the

w common discharge line must have been forced

through the three-way valve incorporated therein. In

order to be able to establish that this has been

done indeed, according to the Invention, an air-milk

sensor is provided in the common discharge line in

75 front of the three-way valve incorporated therein.

Furthermore, in accordance with the invention,

a heat exchanger is provided in the common dis-

charge line in front of the three-way valve incor-

porated therein as a pre-cooling device for the milk

20 cooling tank.

In accordance with the invention, the milk cool-

ing tank may be included in a circular line, to which

the common discharge lines of the individual milk

meters are connected. More generally, therefore,

25 the invention relates to a milk measuring system

for milking cows, which system comprises a milk

cooling tank, characterized in that this milk cooling

tank is included in a circular line, the discharge

lines of the individual milk meters being connected

30 to the said circular line. In order to prevent that,

after milking, residual milk remains in the circular

line, in accordance with the invention, the circular

line is provided with a pump to pump the milk from

the milk cooling tank therethrough. Preferably, the

35 circular line should be thermally Insulated. The milk

being circulated from the milk cooling tank, the

means for keeping same in motion thereinside

have become superfluous. In a preferred embodi-

ment in accordance with the invention, the milk

40 cooling tank Is provided with a rinsing fluid supply

line, through which, after all the milk has been

removed from the milk cooling tank, a rinsing fluid

can be introduced into the milk cooling tank, which

rinsing fluid is circulated through the circular lin

45 by means of the pump. In particular, the pump can

operate at two speeds, i.e. the milk is circulated at

a relatively low speed and the rinsing fluid at a

relatively high speed. Furthermore, in accordance

with the invention, a three-way valve is incorpo-

50 rated in the circular line, by means of which the

circulating rinsing fluid can be discharged. In order

to perform the rinsing of the milk cooling tank in a

most advantageous manner, in accordance with the

invention, the milk cooling tank includes a sprayer

55 connected to the rinsing fluid supply line; by

mounting this sprayer in such a way that it is

movable, so that the entire Inner surface of the milk

cooling tank can be covered thereby, an extremely
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efficient rinsing system is obtained.

For a better understanding of the invention and

to show how the same may be carried into effect,

reference will now b made, by way of example, to

the accompanying drawings, in which: s

Figure 1 shows schematically an arrange-

ment of a milking plant for milking cows;

Figure 2 shows a basic arrangement of the

milking plant in accordance with the invention;

Figure 3 is a more detailed representation of io

the basic structure of a milk meter in the arrange-

ment shown in Figure 2 t and

Figure 4 is a more detailed representation of

the basic structure of a teat cup in the arrangement

shown in Figure 2. ts

Corresponding components in the drawings

have been denoted by the same reference nu-

merals.

Rgure 1 shows a schematic arrangement of a

milking plant for milking cows. Only two milking 20

parlours aire shown by way of illustration, in each of

which a cow is present. For each milking parlour

there is provided a milking robot 1 having four teat

cups 2 at its end. For the matter of that, the

invention is completely independent of the manner 25

in which the teat cups are connected; the teat cups

may, combined in one single milking claw, be

connected together as well as individually and in-

dependently of each other to respective teats of a

cow's udder. The milk obtained from each udder 30

quarter with the aid of the teat cups 2 can be

conveyed through a separate line 3 (see Figure 2)

to a milk measuring device 4. From the milk mea-

suring device 4 the milk is conveyed via a circular

line 5, to which the discharge lines of the various 35

milk measuring devices in the various milking par-

lours are connected, to a milk cooling tank 6.

The milk measuring device 4 comprises four

milk meters 7, only one of which is shown in Rgure

2. Rgure 2 furthermore illustrates the basic ar- 40

rangement of the milking plant, only one teat cup 2

and only one milk meter 7 having been shown in

this arrangement for the sake of simplicity. The

individual discharge lines 6 of the milk meters 7

are coupled to a common discharge line 9 which 45

terminates in the milk cooling tank 6. Rgure 3 is a

more detailed representation of the basic structure

of a milk meter as is incorporated in the milking

plant shown in Figure 2. The milk meter 7 includes

a milk receptacle 10 and a measuring chamber 11, so

in which connection th milk flows under a vacuum

via the separate line 3 connected to the teat cup 2

from the milk receptacle 10 into the measuring

chamber 1 1 and is pumped in defined quantities

by means of compressed air from the measuring 55

chamber 11 into the separate discharge line 8. The

milk meter 7 includes a valve rod 12 which, in a

first (shown) position under a vacuum, leaves the

9A2 8 <*

;

.

aperture 13 between the milk receptacle 10 and the Si,

measuring chamber 11 open, ai^rfn^a^sec&ii^"

(non-shown) position by means ot compr ssed air,

closes same. At its upper side/' the milk meter

includes a chamber 14, in which chamber the vaiv

rod 12 has a piston 15. The valve rod 12 is capable

of upward and downward movement in and through

this chamber 14. In the space below the piston 15

there is provided in the wall of the chamber 14 an

aperture 16. Via this aperture 16, the milk meter 7

is connected to a switching element 17 (see Rgure

2). In a first position of this switching element 17, a

vacuum is applied to cause the valve rod 12 and

the piston 15 to be moved downwardly to its first

position, thereby leaving the aperture 13 open. In a

second position of this switching element 17,.com-

pressed air is admitted into the spape-'.belo^^e/;''-:

piston 15 to cause the valve rod 12 and the piston

15 to be moved upwardly to its second position,.;

thereby closing the aperture 13. The milk mete*: 7-;

furthermore includes a tube 18 which, via relativelyf
;

narrow apertures 19 and 20, is connected to the

space in the chamber 14 below the piston .and to

the measuring chamber 11, respectively.^ When; Y

compressed air is admitted into the space below

the piston 15, the aperture 13 is closed Hmme^
diateiy and the air is forced into the ^measuring*

:

;

chamber 11 via the aperture 19, the tube^ la aurad-^

the aperture 20. as a result of whk*:;iihe^milkf:

present in the measuring chamber 1 1>? passed

into the separate discharge line 8. i;& f -

f p :

>-
'

.

The measuring chamber 11 is provided with ai
:

milk level sensor 21, by means ; ofr ^hich it is
;

established when a defined quantity of milk is

contained therein. When the milk level in the mea-

suring chamber 11 has reached that of; ttie sensor

21, this sensor 21 supplies a control signal S1 (s e

Rgure 2) to cause the switching element:,17. to be

adjusted from its first position to its s^pond posir

tion, so that the measuring chamber ^ijl; tan

emptied. After a fixed period of time, ^jsvyitehihg

element 17 is adjusted from its secondl^ositioh; ta

its first position; this period of time is-ipt siipti

duration that there is sufficient time for^ rriea^ur-;

ing chamber 11 to be emptied. When Ifte^tcKing

element 17 has returned to its first position,m the,

measuring chamber 11 can be filled ^again.^Thei;

milk level sensor 21 can also apply a control signal

S2 to a computer 22, in which the quantity of; milk

obtained from each udder quarter Is ,recorded ;for:

:

each individual cow. i ;\-y.fiy

In the lower part of the measuring, ch^ber\.1;1;

there is provided a spherical body 23.' ,VVh9n rthe

measuring chamb r 1 1 is mpty, this spherical

body 23 closes the aperture 24 between' the ;
meay

suring chamber 11 and the separate discharge line

8. Th spherical body 23 is made of such a ma-'

terial that when the milk flows from the; milk recep-^
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iacfe 10 into the measuring chamber 1 1 , it floats on

l|;
t|e milk contained therein. When the milk is forced

j
fp^ itha measuring chamber 11 into, the separate

j

dscharge Kne 8, the aperture 24 is closed auto-

njiatically by the spherical body 23 once the mea- 5

faring chamber 11 is empty. A non-return valve 25

fs arranged in the separate discharge line 8 beyond

vtiie aperture 24 in the measuring chamber, per-

, {;|ferably as closely as possible therebeyond. Via

non-return valve 25 the milk is allowed to pass w
| from the measuring chamber 11 but only under the

u| mfaerice of compressed air. In the opposite direc-

ttpn//|he non-return valve 25 blocks any milk flow

Tif^Setj.; might be possible in case, for whatever

Irelsorvthe pressure in the relevant discharge lines

exceed that prevailing in the measuring

m*4 >Hv ! v ;•;>.

:

.

is

n<aiamber 11 in front of the non-return valve 25.

Wfieri, during the milking operation, the first ob-

tained milk flows into the measuring chamber 11.

;i.men -not only the measuring chamber 11 itself will 20

I' t& fflled, but also the space in the separate dis-

charge line 8 between the non-return valve 25 and

the said aperture 24. By each subsequent pump
;;W|tibii ::

lt is only the milk contained in the measur-

|^!:id|iamber that is pumped off, so that the total 25

of milk as determined by the computer

milking for each udder quarter must be

\iij$tea$Q& only once by the quantity of milk cor-

to the volume of the separate discharge

f lihe 8 between the non-return valve 25 and the said 30

I
aperture 24. This is, however, a constant correction

t;tb-be entered into the computer 22 on recording of

j;
th$ quantity of milk obtained. After milking, the milk

ftustalso be forced from the separate discharge

Ij fines 8 and the common discharge line 9, i.e. into 35

the circular line 5 to the milk cooling tank 6. For

;jj|iat; purpdse, the aperture 23 in the measuring

p chamber 11 must be free so as to allow com-

l
pressed air to pass. To that end, the milk meter 7

is fitted with a lifting magnet 26 which moves the 40

spherical body 23 upwardly in response to a con-

trol signal S3 supplied by the computer 22.

The milk meter 7 includes a milk conductivity

sensor 27. which sensor, preferably, is arranged in

the measuring chamber 11. The control signal S4 45

supplied by the milk conductivity sensor 27 is a

measure of the health of the udder; in the case of

mastitis, the conductivity of the milk is higher than

that of the milk obtained from a healthy udder or

from a healthy udder quarter. The milk originating 50

from an inflamed udder quarter must be separated .

off. For this purpose, the separate discharge line 8

is provided with a three-way valve 28, through

which the milk pumped from the milk meter 7 is

either passed into the common discharge line 9 or, 55

after it has been found that the milk originates from

an inflamed quarter, into a receptacle 29 specially .

provided for the purpose.. The three-way valve 28

might be operated automatically as soon as th

signal S4 produced by the milk conductivity sensor

27 indicates a value which exceeds a preset value.

It is, however, more advantaged^ to apply the

control signal $4 to the computer .22 which, taking

account of the further conditions of the specific

cow. supplies a control signal S5, by means of

which the three-way valve 28 can be operated.

In addition, the milk meter 7 is provided with a

tube stop valve 30, with the aid of which the

vacuum connection 31 can be disconnected from

the milk meter after milking. During milking, a

vacuum prevails in the milk receptacle 10. After the

milking procedure has ended, the vacuum must be

removed, and it is not until then that the teat cups

are removed from the teats. Prior to removing the

vacuum from the milk receptacle 10, the vacuum

line 31 must be closed first For that purpose, after

a milking period preset in the computer 22 has

elapsed, a control signal S6 is applied to the lec-

tromagnet 32 of the tube stop valve 30. By means

of the then energized electromagnet 32, a rod 33

having a spherical end 34 Is moved upwardly to

seal the vacuum connection 31 against the fixed

stop 35. With the aid of a lifting mechanism 36

which is connected pivotably to the rod 33, a valve

37 in the wall of the milk receptacle 10 is drawn

upwards simultaneously, as a result of which air

can flow freely thereinto.

The milking plant as shown schematically in

Figure 2 includes in a customary manner a vacuum

pump 38 having a vacuum balance tank 39 to

increase the vacuum stability. The balance tank 39

has a plurality of vacuum connections. A vacuum

connection 31 is provided for the milk receptacle

10 of each milk meter 7. A vacuum connection 40

is present for each switching element 17. In addi-

tion, a vacuum connection 41 is provided for an

electronic pulsator system 42 for the four teat cups.

In the vacuum connection 31 there is incorporated

a throttle ring 43 to prevent fluctuations in the

vacuum of the various milk meters due to falling off

of one of the teat cups. In order to be able to

ascertain whether a vacuum is present in the milk

meter, there is arranged an air flow sensor 44 In

the vacuum connection between the throttle ring 43

and the relevant milk meter, which sensor supplies

the computer 22 with a control signal S8 indicating

the presence of vacuum in the line 31 . Hereby this

signal also forms an indication whether the teat

cups are connected correctly.

Figure 4 shows a longitudinal cross-sectional

view of a teat cup; this teat cup in a customary

manner consists of a solid, e.g. metal, sleeve 45,

an inner wall 46 made of a flexible material, e.g.

rubber, enclosed thereby, and a rubber cap 47

which seals the space between the sle v 45 and

the inner wall 46 at the upper side. At the lower
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side, the space betw en the sleeve 45 and the

inner wait 46 is seated by a sealing ring 48, while

at some distance thereabove there is provided be-

tween th sleeve 45 and the inner wall 46 a ring 49

having an aperture 50. Between the sealing ring 48

and the ring 49 there is located a space, in which

the electronic pulsator system 42 produces through

the line 52 and via an aperture 51 a pulsating

vacuum, thereby effecting in the space between

the sleeve 45 and the inner wail 46 a pulsating

vacuum which causes the inner wail 46 to close

firmly around the teat, when the teat cup is con-

nected thereto, or causes the inner wall to move

outwards again, whereby is obtained the rhythmic

movement around the teat as required for the milk-

ing operation to be performed. In order to function

as a buffer for the milk to be collected and to

minimize the fluctuations in the vacuum under the

teat, there is provided in the fower part of the teat

cup 2 a buffer space 53, in which a relativaly

narrow air suction aperture 54 is made for the milk

transport. The line 3, intended for the discharge of

the milk to the milk meter 7, is connected to this

buffer space 53. In addition, the buffer space 53

contains a fixed element 55, which element partly

projects into the aperture between the teat space

and the buffer space 53 to ensure that the milk

flows gradually into the buffer space 53 and a

splitting of the milk is prevented. At the upper end

of the fixed element 55 a sensor can be provided

to perform a temperature measurement. The tem-

perature of the milk indicates the body temperature

of the cows to be milked; the latter temperature is

higher than normally with cows in heat and with

sick cows.

In order that the milk line system can be rinsed

once the milking operation has been completed, it

must include an arrangement for effecting this step.

To that end. there is provided a rinse line system

which is constituted by a rinse fluid container 56

having a valve 57, a first rinse line 58, a rinse jetter

59 which can be fitted around the end of the teat

cup 2 In a fluid-tight manner, the teat cup 2, the

line 3, the milk meter 7, the separate discharge line

8, the common discharge line 9, a three-way valve

60 incorporated therein and a second rinse line 61.

In its first position, the three-way valve 60 admits

milk from the common discharge line 9 into the

circular line 5. and, in its second position, rinse

fluid from the common line 9 into the second rinse

line 61. After the milking, a rinse command can be

d livered by the computer 22 which, to that end,

applies a control signal S7 to the three-way valve

60 to adjust same to the appropriate position. Prior

to starting the rinsing step after the milking opera-

tion has ended, the discharge lines must first be

freed from milk. This is effected by passing com-

pressed air through the measuring chamber 1 1 , as
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a result of which the spherical body 23 is push d*

upwardly and the aperture 24 is releasfd^ In
:

frdritv

of th three-way valve 60 there j§ incorporated in

the common discharg tine 9 anitfr-milk sensor 62,

s which sensor applies a control signal S9 to the

computer, on the basis of which control signal the

computer can establish when there is no long r

any milk present in the common line - compressed

air then passing the air-milk sensor 62 instead of

ro milk • so that the valve 60 can be adjusted for the

rinsing procedure. Due to the vacuum in the milk

receptacle 10, the rinse fluid is sucked from the

rinse fluid container 56 through the first rinse line

58, the rinse jetter 59, the teat cup 2 and the line 3

is to the milk receptacle 10, from where it flows into

the measuring chamber 11, whereafter, Jt is':

pumped therefrom in the same manner as th ' milk i

;

and is fed back via the separate discharge line 8,

the common discharge line 9, the three-way yalve
i:

.

20 60 and the second rinse line 61 to the rinse fluid,

container 56. > ! :

"<

In the common discharge line ,9 jfiere is ar--*

ranged in front of the three-way valve 60 ihcor-;

porated therein a heat exchanger; 63i as :a
: preK

25 cooler for the milk cooling tank. & :^1; :
1>;mv- .-

.

In customary manner, the milk cooling; tank 6 is!

incorporated in the circular line 5, to which via-

relevant three-way valves 60 the common disy

charge lines of the individual milk meters 7 areV

30 connected. A pump 64 is incorporatedMh the?cir^;

cular line 5. This pump can operate, at at sieaisttwo^

different speeds. In order to keep the;rtHk^n^jO^
?

r

tion and to prevent milk residues from being de-

posited in the circular line 5, the milk is circulated ;

3$ at a relatively low speed from the milk cooling tank

6 through the circular line 5. Preferably, MK this :

connection, the circular line 5 is thenmaily , insu-

lated. Usually, the milk cooling tank 6:& emptied a

few times a week, whereafter it can p§^rinsed; A
40 rinsing fluid can be introduced into the milk cooling

tank 6 via a valve 65 and a spray nosle iM.;;When;

the spray nozzle 66 is arranged capably;, of mcwingr

it can cover the entire inner surface.if j the rnilljt

cooling tank 6. The rinsing fluid is circulated by thei.

4$ pump in the circular line at a relatively-high speed

and is ultimately discharged via a thre^yvay:valye;

t

67. Also here, the valves 65, 67, the spray nbzzte-V

66 and the pump 64 can be controlled from the

computer 22. "-'if.?'*, :\i \*

so Although in Figure 2 they are shown, as being

single, several elements are provided In fourfold; in

particular this holds for the rinse j tter, the teat cup

and the milk meter, as well as for the; tines.jConr ;

nected thereto and th el ments
^
incorporated

55 ther in (valves and sensors). PreferaiWy^^.the
;
;four.

r

milk meters are combined into one ^if^les:mi|kj:

measuring device.
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Claims

'

''ii-i!
r -'-VA milking plant for milking cows, which plant

f
•; <jomprises teat cups (2) that are connectable to the

-respective teats of a cow's udder, while the milk s

^obtained from each udder quarter with the aid of

ithB^said teat cups (2) can be conveyed through a

separate line (3) to a milk measuring device (4) r

cHaracterized in that the milk measuring device (4)

ijldludes four milk meters (7). whose separate dis- io

dharge lines (8) are coupled to a common dis-

charge line (9) terminating in a milk cooling tank

is

:-.^ 2JA milking plant as claimed in claim 1, char-

acterized in that a milk meter (7) includes a milk

reideptacle (10) and a measuring chamber (11), in

which connection the milk flows under a vacuum

from the milk receptacle (10) into the measuring

chamber (11) and is pumped in defined quantities

byi means of compressed air from the measuring 20

chamber (11) into the relevant separate discharge

^prS. A milking plant as claimed in claim 2, chai^

Merized in that the air sucked along by the vacu-

urri together with the milk from the relevant teat 25

^:(2) is separated therefrom In the milk meter

c;|fl;4. A milking plant as claimed in claim 1 or 2,

ch^acterized in that the milk meter (7) is provided

with a vaJve rod (12) which, in a first position under 00
!

fiy&cuum, leaves the aperture (13) between the

milk receptacle (10) and the measuring chamber

(*Pty open, and, in a second position by means of

compressed air, closes same.

A milking plant as claimed in claim 4, char- as

acterized in that there is provided a switching ele-

ment (17), with the aid of which, in a first switching

position thereof, the vacuum is applied to cause

the valve rod (12) to be adjusted to its first position,

and; in a second switching position thereof, com- 40

pressed air is admitted to cause the valve rod (12)

to be adjusted to its second position.

6. A milking plant as claimed in claim 5, char-

acterized in that the measuring chamber (11) is

provided with a milk level sensor (21), by means of 45

which it is established when a defined quantity of

milk is contained therein, after which it supplies a

control signal (S1) to cause the switching element

(17) to be adjusted from its first position to its

second position. so

7. A milking plant as claimed in claim 5 or 6,

characterized in that the switching element (17) is

adjusted from its second position to its first position

after a fixed period of time.

8. A milking plant as claimed in claim 6, char- 55

acterized in that, each time when a defined quan-

tity of milk has been established in the measuring

chamber (11), the milk level sensor (21) supplies a

control signal (S2) for a computer (22), in which the

quantity of milk obtained from each udder quarter

is recorded for each individual cow. \

9. A milking plant as claimed nn any one of

claims 2 to 8, characterized in that the measuring

chamber (11), when empty, is closed by a spheri-

cal body (23).

10. A milking plant as claimed in claim 9,

characterized in that, when the milk flows from th

milk receptacle (10) into the measuring chamber

(11), the spherical body (23) floats on the milk

contained therein.

1 1 . A milking plant as claimed in claim 9 or 10,

characterized in that the milk meter (7) is provided

with a lifting magnet (26) for establishing a connec-

tion between the closed measuring chamber (11)

and the discharge lines (8) by displacing the

spherical body (23), when any residual milk must

be removed by compressed air.

12. A milking plant as claimed in any one of

the preceding claims, characterized in that each

milk meter (7) of the milk measuring device (4) is

provided with a milk conductivity sensor (27).

13. A milking plant as claimed in claim 12,

characterized in that a separate discharge line (8)

is provided with a three-way valve (28), through

which the milk pumped from a relevant milk m ter

(7) is either discharged into the common discharg

line (9) or, after it has been found that the milk

originates from an inflamed quarter, into a recepta-

cle (29) specially provided for the purpose.

14. A milking plant as claimed in claim 13,

characterized in that the milk conductivity sensor

(27) applies a control signal (S3) to a computer, in

which it is determined whether or not the relevant

milk originates from an inflamed quarter, after

which, when the former appears to be the case, th

computer (22) supplies a control signal (S5) to the

three-way valve (28) in the relevant separate dis-

charge line (8) in order that the milk in question is

discharged to the receptacle (29).

15. A milking plant as claimed in any on of

the preceding claims, characterized in that a milk

meter (7) is provided with a tube stop valve (30).

with the aid of which the vacuum connection is

disconnected from the milk meter (7) after milking.

16. A milking plant as claimed in claim 15,

characterized in that, after a preset milking period

laid down in a computer (22) has ended, the tube

stop valve (30) is activated by a control signal (S6)

supplied by the computer (22).

17. A milking plant as claimed in claim 15 or

16, characterized in that the tube stop valve (30)

includes a lifting mechanism (36) to admit air into

the milk meter (7) simultaneously with or imme-

diately after closure of the vacuum connection of

the milk meter (7).

18. A milking plant as claimed in any one of
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the preceding claims, which plant includes a vacu-

um pump (38) and a vacuum balance tank (39) to

increase the vacuum stability, characterized in that

the vacuum connection from the balance tank (39)

to a milk meter (7) includes a throttle ring (43). s

19. A milking plant as claimed in claim 18,

characterized in that, in order to ascertain whether

a vacuum is present, the vacuum connection be*

tween the throttle ring (43) and the milk meter (7) is

provided with an air flow sensor (44). to

20. A milking plant as claimed in any one of

the preceding claims, characterized in that at the

lower end of a teat cup (2) there is provided a

buffer space (53) for the milk transport and for

counteracting fluctuations in the vacuum under the rs

teat to which the teat cup (2) is connected.

21. A milking plant , as claimed in claim 20,

characterized in that the buffer space (53) contains

a fixed element (55), which partly projects into the

aperture between the teat space of the teat cup (2) 20

and the buffer space (53) to ensure that the milk

flows gradually into the buffer space (53).

22. A milking plant as claimed in claim 20 or

21, characterized in that a teat cup (2) is provided

with a sensor to establish the milk temperature. 25

23. A milking plant as claimed in any one of

the preceding claims, characterized in that the

common discharge line (9) is provided with a three-

way valve (60), through which in a first position

thereof the milk is passed via the common dis- 30

charge line (9) to the miik cooling tank (6), while in

its second position the three-way valve (60) estab-

lishes a rinse line system.

24. A milking plant as claimed in claim 23,

characterized in that the rinse line system includes 35

a rinse jetter (59) which, for the purpose of flushing

the lines, Is connected to a teat cup (2), while a

rinse fluid is passed by the vacuum in a milk meter

(7) from a rinse fluid container (56) through a first

rinse line (58) to the rinse jetter (59) and from 40

there, via a teat cup (2), into the relevant miik

meter (7), whereafter the rinse fluid is returned

through the relevant separate discharge line (8), the

common discharge line (9), the three-way valve

(60) incorporated therein, and a second rinse line 45

(61) to the rinse fluid container (56).

25. A milking plant as claimed in any one of

the preceding claims, characterized in that the milk

cooling tank (6) is included in a circular line (5), to

which the common discharge lines (9) of the in- so

dividual milk meters (7) are connected.

26. A milking plant as claimed in claim 25,

characterized in that the circular line (5) is provided

with a pump (64) for circulating the milk from the

milk cooling tank (6) therethrough. 55

27. A milking plant for milking cows, which

plant includes a milk cooling tank (6), characterized

in that the miik cooling tank (6) is included in a

circular line (5), to which the discha^e
:
|ries\(9)

;
of|

the individual milk meters (7) are connected.

28. A milking plant as claimed in claim 26 or

27, characterized in that the milk' (fooling tank (6) is

provided with a rinsing fluid supply line, through

which, after all the milk has been removed from the

milk cooling tank (6), a rinsing fluid can be ad-

mitted into the milk cooling tank (6), which rinsing

fluid is circulated through the circular line (5) by

means of the pump (64).

29. A milking plant as claimed in claim 28,

characterized in that the pump (64) can operate at

two speeds, the milk being circulated at a relatively

low speed and the rinsing fluid at a relatively high

speed.

30. A milking plant as claimed in claim 28 or v

29, characterized in that a three-way. valve (67) is?

incorporated in the circular line (5), by. means; of

which the circulating rinsing fluid can; be dis-J;

charged. 'Ji-^' :v'
;

c\ir
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